July 30, 2014

To whom it may concern

I'm convinced that Doctors have every right to refuse unnecessary procedures such as abortions or any other service that goes against there believe.

Therefore I would vote to keep the rules as they are. I for one would like to see every Dr to keep there oath that they swore upon when taking on the responsibility to save lives

Not one of you should be allowed to perform an abortion at any cost.

I did not listen to my Dr; when he was sure our number seven baby was going to be deformed or mentally handicap

I delivered the most beautiful baby, she proceed to be an A student and gave her all to help the least of these His children.

From grade 8 till she finished university she volunteered to help the mentally chaliced. And is still helping the ones that needs it most

If WE had listen we would have lost more than money can buy.

p.s please keep the rules as they are